Since its founding in 2012 when the first Students Supporting Israel (SSI) chapter was registered at the University of Minnesota, SSI has dedicated itself to a mission of being a clear and confident Zionist voice on college campuses, and to support students in grassroots pro-Israel advocacy. With a presence on nearly 200 college campuses and universities across the United States, Canada and Argentina, SSI is the largest unified name for Zionist clubs registered on campuses worldwide.

2022 will be remembered as one of the BEST YEARS of activism SSI has ever had since the establishment of our organization. Marking 2022 as a DECADE of activism, SSI became the 41st member of the American Zionist Movement, visited many of our chapters' campuses, distributed hundreds of educational books, hosted hundreds of programs across campuses worldwide, and celebrated the growth of today’s Maccabee leaders who graduated into our alumni network.

While we reflect on a wonderful year behind us, we are focused on the great work ahead of us!
Hosted the 6th National Conference

Students Supporting Israel (SSI) hosted more than 100 student leaders from across the US, Canada, Argentina, Panama, Hong Kong, Mexico, and Israel for the 2022 6th National Conference at Kennesaw State University in Atlanta, GA.

Today’s Zionist student leaders are the upcoming protectors of the Jewish people and Israel, and SSI has created the formula for these Zionists to strategize within a student-led hub under one name on campus - Students Supporting Israel. The three-day conference featured intensive educational sessions including: a protest simulation, student government correspondence, debate strategy, marketing techniques, coalition building, an awards night, & MUCH MORE.

New Chapters

This year alone Students Supporting Israel established new chapters on over dozens of universities across North America, at Duke University, Rice University, University of Southern California, Florida Atlantic University, University of Miami, Miami University of Ohio, Nova Southeastern University, American University, and more!

SSI-U Program

Students Supporting Israel designed a unique program online for the third year in a row offered to students across North American campuses to earn a stipend for attending a 6-week-long lecture-based course that draws on path-breaking research about Israel, Zionism, and related topics.

The SSI-U program features academic-level, one hour long weekly lectures delivered by leading professors from the Academic Engagement Network (AEN) and is supported by The Department of Pioneering Youth and Future Generations in the World Zionist Organization.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT
WWW.SSIMOVEMENT.ORG/SSIU
Hosted the 1st Palestinian Apartheid Week

Palestinian Apartheid is a FACT. Launching in 2022, SSI hosted demonstrations at multiple campuses across the United States, highlighting systemic discrimination against Jews in Palestinian-controlled territories such as the West Bank and Gaza Strip for the first time ever during Palestinian Apartheid Week.

Setting up in high-trafficked areas on campus with banners, a makeshift bomb shelter with facts concerning the discriminatory laws of the PA, and a children’s playhouse affixed with a “For Sale” sign forbidding Jews from purchase; noting the Palestinian law of selling a house to a Jew being considered high treason, punishable by either a life sentence or death.

This campaign made National news including JNS and The Ben Shapiro Show.

SSI in Israel

SSI sent our first delegation of students to Israel! A group of 18 students from Columbia University arrived in Israel as part of the Maccabee Task Force Fact Finders trip. Students spent 10 days visiting and learning more about Israel on the ground, hearing from speakers and becoming better activists for the Jewish State!
When students have the tools they need, they can end antisemitism once and for all.

"SSI is REVOLUTIONARY, NOT reactionary"

AMIR GRUNHAUS, UC BERKELEY

Thank you for your support this past year. We could not have possibly exceeded our expectations without you!

Help us make 2023 the BEST YEAR YET!

You can donate to SSI via Stocks, Bonds, or Other Securities

This is a great way to support Students Supporting Israel and the students we serve! As a nonprofit 501 c(3), your charitable donation is tax-exempt, and benefits the students and their work for Israel advocacy!

visit www.SSImovement.org/DONATE
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